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“We understand your rage, Lucas. That bast*rd humiliated us too!”

“He has destroyed the South Hampton Prince Gang’s reputation. Only by
skinning him alive can we vent our hatred!”

Everyone else was equally furious.

“Lucas, you should focus on recovering first. Once you get better, we’ll go teach
him a lesson. Anyway, there’s nowhere for him to escape to.” Persuaded the rest.

“To hell with recovering! If I don’t kill that man, I can never tolerate this!”

Lucas was harsh even on himself. Ripping the needles from the infusion bottles
away from his hand, he got off the bed.

The nurses and doctors were taken aback.

“I’ll seek treatment after I kill that man!”

Lucas left just like that.

However, his entire face was swollen, with only his eyes and mouth discernible.

What happened today was beyond everyone’s wildest imagination.

No one would expect the Prince Gang to end up in such a miserable state.

Not only was the rest beaten up, but even Lucas was also badly hurt…



If the others in South Hampton knew about this, there would be an uproar.

“Whatever happened today must not spread to South Hampton!” Instructed
Lucas.

The men placed great importance on their reputation.

If anyone knew about this, they would be a joke forever.

“But we’ll definitely need more men if we want to kill that bast*rd.”

Someone asked, “Should I summon more men secretly?”

“No. Someone will notice if a skilled fighter in South Hampton is summoned. If
my Grandpa asks about it, I won’t be able to give him a proper explanation.”

Lucas shook his head.

“What should we do?” Asked the rest.

“The Four Kings of the Southern Union have control over this area. I’ll request
Yadriel to lend me some skilled fighters.” Answered Lucas.

When they went to Yadriel’s villa, the man and the rest were shocked.

“How did you end up this way?”

Yadriel was taken aback.

To be honest, even the Southern Union needed to be wary of the Prince Gang.

Even Grover had warned the members to not cross the gang.



If a conflict started, the gang would definitely not give up so easily.

In fact, they would be up against the combined forces of all the wealthy families
in South Hampton.

Hence, he was utterly shocked at the miserable state the gang was in.

“Yadriel, I’ll cut straight to the point. Lend me a hundred men. Don’t ask me why.
Also, I hope this stays between us.” Said Lucas.

Yadriel had no choice but to agree to Lucas’ request.

He immediately selected a hundred skilled fighters for the latter.

With these experts, the Prince Gang was all ready to confront Levi.


